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1. Introduction. 
The present paper is a summary of the author's two previous ones [1J， [2J， revisecl 
and supplemented. Throughout the sequel the term“order円 isused In place of the 
term “partial order". It seems to the author that， so far as the linear extension and 
the dimension of orders are concerned， it is convenient to consider an order as a subset 
of a Cartesian product. Thus we have the following definitions. 
1.1 .' By an order defined on a set A we mean a subset P of the product A x A 
which satisfies the following conditions: 
01: ((x，x) i x，==A} c P， 
02: (x，y)c==P and (y，X)EP imply x=y， 
03: (X，y)E三P and (y，Z)EP imlりly(x，z)εP. 
By the above c1efinition {(x，x) I x，==A} is itself an order on A， which is said a null 
order. 
By a linear order defined on a set A we mean an order L which satisfies the 
condition 
04: For every x，yEA， either (X，y)E L or (y，X)EL. 
By the domain of an order we mean the set on which the order is derrned. By an 
ordered set A(P) we mean a set A considered together with an order P c1ifined on it. 
We sha11 use the usual terminologies in the theory of the orc1ered sets， accompanied 
by "(P)" which may be interpreted in the obvious fashion. For example:な andy 
are comparable(P)ηmeans that either (X，y)EP or (y，x)εP; X and y are incomprable 
(P)" means that neither (x，y)己Pnor (y，x) EP， which wi1l be abbreviated by 乃和(P)";
“x procedes(P) y." means that (x，y)巴P，but Xヂy，which wiU be abbreviated by“Zく y
(P)" ;“αis a maximal(P) element of A" means that aく x(P)for no element xEA; 
“B is a linear(P) subset of A" means that B is a subset of A which is linearly orderec1 
by the order P， etc. 
1.2. Let P be an order on a set A and B a subset of A. Then P(B)={(x，YI(x，y) 
EP and x，yEB} is an order defined on the set B which is said a suborder of P on B. 
The suborder of P on a set of single element b will be clenotecl by P(b) or simply by 
b. When P(B) is a linear order it is said a linear suborder and B a linear(P) subse! 
of A. 
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1.3. By an extension of an order P we mean an order Q defined on the domain of 
P such that P長Q. An extension L of an order P is said a linear e:.tesion of P 
provided that L is a linear order. 
Let {Ps I SES} be a system of orders defined on a fixed set A. The intersection 
什SE S P s is also an order on A and each P s is an extention of it. The union 
USES PS is not always an order， but if either Ps~Ps' or PSI長Psfor every ES， 
then it is an order on A and an extension of each P S' 
1.4. Let{As i SES} be a system of pairwise disjoint sets， PS an order difined on As 
for each SES and Q an order defined on the set 5. Then 
U s EsP， u{(x"xs') !υXs，EAs' and sくs'(Q)}
is an order defined on the set U s E SA" which is said the ordinal sum of the system 
of orders {Ps I SES} according to the order Q and denoted by P s • 1n particular 
when Q is the null-order on 5， the sum coincides with U s巳sP s and is said the 
cardinal sum and denoted I.:s E S The ordinal sum of五nitenumber of summands 
Al，A2'α・，Anaccording to the order of the index numbers will be denoted Al十
A2→.. .十
L 5 . Let {P s ! be a system of orders P s dennεd on a set A for each sE5， and 
F the set of al mappings of S Into UsES As such that EAs for every sE5. 
Then 
{(f，f) [fEF} U { If，gEF and (f(s)，g(S))EPs for very 
is an order defined on the set F which is said the cardi幻al1うrodudof the system and 
denoted by n sE' S 1n particular，正 psニ Pfor every sE5， F becomes the set of 
al mappings of S into P. 1n this case the product 18 denotec1 ps. If al are 
isomorphic to a fixed order P， then the product is isomorphic to ps。
1.6. Let{Ps'sES}， As and F mean the same as in 1.5 and let W be a well-order 
defined on the set S. Then 
{ u{ If，g巴Fand りくg(σ)(Pa) the least(W) element (f 
such that f(σ)ヂ σ)}
is an order defined on F which is said the ordinal product of the system {Ps I SES} 
according to the well-order W and denoted by f] wCs)p s' 
2“ Linear Extensions of an Order. 
The following theorem has been already known [3J. 
2.1. THEOREM. Let P be an order defined 0幻 αsetA and a，b any two incomρar-
able(P) elements of A， then there esists a linear extension such that (αふ)EL1
and a linear extension L2 such thαt (b，α)EL2・
This theorem will be generalized as follows: 
2白2 THEOREM. Let P be an order defined on a set A and B a null-ordered(P) 
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subset of A， t的heω?幻zlheωre eι?X1工
d叫xtμ6ωn削t岱sionL of P s幻lt叱cht的hαωtL(B)~豆二L.
Proof. For every (a，b) E三L(B)put 
Pαb={(二τ，y)ixフYI=Aand (x，a)，(b，y)1三P}，
the11 Qニpu(U(刊)I三 &(B)P ab) is an extension of P such that L(B)~(，ì. Let ~[ b巴 the
set of all extensions Q of P such that L(B)亘(，i. By the fact just mentioned 2!ヂ.()and 
the subset心 ofWトifspecified by 
心={(Q，Q')I Q，Q'E2f and QC二Q'}
is a1 order den11ed on 9f. Let ~ be any linear suborder of心 andZ'l its domain. By the 
remark statec1 at the end of 1.3， U (JE~} Q is an order 01 A anc1 is an extension of 
each QE2， i.e. it is a1 upper bound(心)of IB. Therefore， by the Zorn's lemma， there 
exists a1 element L in心 whichhas 10 proper extensio11. L is necessarily a linear 
orc1er on A. Thus L is a linear extension of P which contains L(B) as a suborc1er. 
By a right linear extension of an order P with respect to an element a we mean a 
linear extension L satisfiying the condition 
(αif aOx(P)， then (a，x)εL. 
Dually a left linear extension L' with respect to a is defined by the condition 
〔戸) ifαチx(P)，then (x，a)l==Lヘ
We have the following theorem. 
THEOREM. For every order P dξ1ined on α set A α1'ld f orevery el eme1'lt α己三A，there 
exist a right linear extention and a left li1'lear extensio1'l with resρect to α. 
Prool. Put 
Alニ [x:x己A a1'ld (x，α)εP}， A:! ニA~-A.l ，
A;1ニ {xI xl=A and (、a，X)EP}，Aι1二二A--.f-1g，
and let Li be a linear extension of P (A;) for each i = 1 ，2，3，4. Then the ordinal sum 
(*) L=L]十L2and L' =L.l+L3 
are right and left linear extensions of P with respect to αrespectively. 
One sees easlly that every right linear extension L and every left linear extension 
L' with 1'espect to an element a have the forms (ホ)1'espectively. 
A linea1' extension of a given o1'de1' which is 1'ight (left) with respect to every element 
of a subset of the domain of the o1'de1' is said right (left) with resρect to the subset. 
2.4. THEOREl¥1. Let P be an order defined 0幻 αsetA_ and B αsubset of A. There 
exists a right (left) linear extensio1'l of P with respect to B， if and only if B is a 
lineαr(P) subset of A. 
Proof. Let L be a right(left) linear extension of P with respect to B， and assume 
that bφ'(P) for some b，b' (三B. Then we have both (b，b')EL and (b'，b}ccL， hence 
bニ b'which contrac1icts b併'(P). The1'efore ei七he1' (b，b')正二P 01' (b'，b)EP， i.e. B is a 
linear(P) subset of A. 
Conversely let B is a linear(P) subset of A， and split the set A to the fOllowing :3 
pair可.visedis joint subsets: 
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Al-= EP for αI bEB}-B， 
Ao={x! εP for幻obEB}， 
A2=A…(Al U Ag). 
Let L1 and Lg be any linear extention of the suborders P(A1) and P(Ag) respectively 
and Jet that of P(A2) constructed in the following manner. 
For each element xEA2 put Bぉ二{b!bEBand (x，b)εP(A2)}， and define a binary 
relation "-" on A2 by writing x-y託andonly if Bx=By. The relation thus defined is 
an equivalent relation by which the set A2 1S devided into classes {A， I C'EX}， the set of 
representatives X being a subset of A 2 • As is easily verified the subset Q= {(C'，ヲ)I C'，哲巴X
and Bc長B7j}of Xx X is a linear order defined on X. Now let L， beany linear 
extension of P(Ac) for each C'EX and L2= 2:.Q(x) Lc the ordinal sum of Lc's according 
to the linear order Q on X. Then L2 is a linear extension of P (A心。 Sinceit is evident 
that lS a linear order on A2' it remains only to show that P(A2)亘L2・ Butsince 
2:.Q(Xl P(Ar;)長L2'it suifices to show that P(A，)亘2:.Q(X)P(Ac). Let EP(A2). If 
x，YEAc for a cEX， then (x，y) EP(AI，')長工:QP(Ac)，If xEAc， yεfor distinct C'，ザ巴X，
then we ha ve necessarily (ご々)EQ. For otherwise there exists an eJement b巴B such 
that bEBηbut b$Br;・yEAqimplies Byτ B7jヨb，hence (y，b)EP(A2) by thεdennition 
of By. together with (払y)EP(A2)，implies (x，y)εP(A!)， and hence But 
on the other hand x巴Acimplies Bc=Bxヨbwhich contradicts b倍Bc. By the dennition 
of the ordinal sum (1.4)，(乙平)EQimplies (x，y)E2:.Q(x)P(Ac). Thus we have P(A2)亘
戸QCβ P(Ac).
Now let L二一Ll十L2トL3be the ordinal sum of Ll，L2 and L;s， then L Is a right linear 
extension of P with respect to B. Since it is evident that L is a linear order defined 
on A， itremains only to show that P~L. But since we have 
工:P(A;)ニニニP(Al) -1P(A2) -1P(AI) 長Ll+L2-1L'J，
it suffices to show that PCL;P(A，). Let (x，y)εP. If x，yEAi for some ム(x，y)εP(A也〉
豆工:P(Ai). If xEAi， yEAi for iキj，we ha ve necessarily iくj，thence (x，y)巴2:.P(Ai).
In fact: If xEAa and yEAl u A2， then (x，b) EP for no bEB and (y，b) EP for some 
bEB. But latter， together with (X，y)EP， implies (x，b)EP which contradicts the 
former. If xEA2 and yEA1， then (x，b)三P for some bEB and (yt) EP for al bE三B.
But the latter， together with (x，y)己 p，implies (X，b)EP for al b己Bwhich contradicts 
the former. Hence we have iくj，
In order to show that L is right with respect to B， itis su出cientto show that 
(b，x) EL whenever (ふ的手P for any fixed bEB. But (X，b)E三P implies xEA2リAg・ If 
XEAH， evidently (b，x) EL since bEB長・IfxEA2， we have necessarily XE三Ac，b 
Aflニ {XI (b，X)EP for no bEB}， 
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A':~ ，~{叫 Cb，x);=，P f，υr all fl'"，B}B， 
A':!二 A--(A' 1 U A'a)， 
v u
and let L' 1， L'a be any linear extensions of P(A-' 1) and P(A'g) respectively. Put 
B1♂={bjbEB and (b，x);:=:P(A':!)} for each XEA'2・Theset A' 2 will be divided into 
classes {A' c iごEX'}by the equivalent relation "-ビlefinedby putting x~y if and only 
if B'.r=B'1I' Then Q'{(c，l) 1乙1)εX'ancl B'c三B'η}is a linear命 orcleron X'. Let D c 
be any linear extel1siol1 of P(A'I，) ancl put L'2~~LQICC) Dt;， then L'2 is a linear 
extension of P(A' 2) ancl L'二 L'l→L'2 + L' 3 is a left linear extension of P with respect 
to B. 
Let B ancl B' be two subsets of the clomain of an order P. B is saicl order-disjoint 
(P) uρwards (doumwards) to B' proviclecl that (B' xB)円p=o((B B')円P=O). 羽Then
B ancl B' are orcler-clisjoint upwarcls to each other， they are simply saicl order--disjoin.t 
(P). We have the followin只theoremancl the corollary. 
2.5. THEOREM. Let P be an order denned on a set A and B and B' t1イ)0linearぐP)
subsets of A such thatβ is order-disjoint (P) upωαrds (doωnωαrds) to Bぺ Then
there exists a linear extel1siol1 of Pωhich is both right(left) with res)うectto B a刀d
left (right) with resρect to B'. 
Proof. Let A.;(i=1，2，.'3) ancl A'j(j=1，2，B) be the same partitions of A as in the 
proof of the last theorem， ancl put Aij=A乱1Alj. Then consiclering the conclition that 
(B〆、B)np土仇 onesees easily that 
A12~Alg A22~A2:FO 
Hence we have 
Al=A1]， A2-cA21， Agて A:nu AH2 U Aas. 
A'IコAlluA21uA:n， A'2 A:l2， A'a=二Aag.
Let Ll二 Lll，L:n ancl L'H cc Lm: be any lineaγe三tensionsof P(A1)P(All)， P(AmJ 
ancl P(A'a) PCAgg) respectively ancl L:! L立1，L':! LW2 the right ancl left linear 
extensions of P(A2)ニP(A21)ancl P(A'2) ，P(A32) respectively constructecl in the 
same manners as in the proof of the last theorem. Then as is easily seen 
Lg=Lal+L日立トL日日 ancl L'1 =LllトL21+L:n
are linear exresions of P(A:l) ancl P(A，) respectively. Now put 
I，cLn十L21-トLgl+Lfl2+L:m， 
then we have 
L=L1-j-L2+L?，=D]トL'2+L'日
which shows that L is right with respect to B ancl left with respect to B'圃 The
remaining part of the theorem may be provecl clually. 
2.6. COROLLARY. Let P be an order difined on a set A ωzd B al1d B' linear(P) 
subsets of A which are order-dis.iointCP). Then there exists a linear extension which 
is right with reS1うectto B and leftωith resρeci to B'， and a lil1ear cxtension which 
is 1 cft with resρect to B and rightωith respect to B' 
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3. Dimension of Orders. 
3.1. By a realizer of an order P we mean a system {L， ISES} of linear extensions 
of P such that n sL，=P， and by a minimal realizer a realizer {Lt: tιT} such that 
the cardinality I T I ofits index-set is less than that of every realizer of P. By the 
dimension of an order P we mean the cardinality of the index-set of its minimal 
realizer. The dimension of aI1 order P is denoted by D[P]. It is evident that a 
system {L， I SES} of linear extensions of an order P is a realizer of P， ifand only if 
there exists， for any incomparable(P) elements x and y， s，S'ES such that (x，y)EL， 
and (y，x)εL". By this remark and the theorem 2.1， every order has a realzer and 
hence the dimension. 
Evidently the dimension of a linear order is 1 and that of a null-order is 2. 
The following theorem gives an estimation of the dimension of orders difined on a 
fixed set A. 
3.2. THEOREM. The dimension 0/ an order P does not exceed the cardinality 0/ 
its domain A， i.e. D[P]三IAI.
Proo/. Let Lx， for each element xEA， a right linear extension of P with respect 
to x. Then the system {Ly I xEA} is a realizer of P， since (x，y)巴Lyand (y，x)εLy 
for any incomparable(P) elements x and y. 
The estimation given above is not the sharpest. The sharpest cne will be given in 
section 8. The last theorem will be generalized as follows. 
3.3. THEOREM. Let P be an order defined on a set A and {A， I SES} be a system 
0/ pairwise disjoint linear(P) subsets 0/ A. Then D[P]<I A -U sA， i+ I S 1.
Proo/. Let L口 foreach element xEA-UsA" a right linear extenslOn of P with 
respect to x and L" for each element SES， a left linear extensiGn of P with respect 
to A，. Then the system {LxlxEA-~nsA，}u{L， :SES} is an realizer of P. 
3.4. COROLLARY. Let P be an order defined on a set A and {A，! SES} a system 
0/1うairwisedisjoint linear(P) subset 0/ A satisfying A= U sA，. Then D[P]主ISi・
4. Dimension (lf Suborders. 
4.1. Let P be an order defined on a set A and B a subset of A. Then D[P(B)] 
手D[P]where P(B) is the suborder of P on B. Thus if some elements are deleted 
from the domain of an order， the dimension diminishes in general. In this section the 
amount of the diminution caused by the deletion of elements will be estimated. We 
shall begin with showing that the diminution caused by deleting an element is at most 1. 
4.2. THEOREM. Let P be an order defined on a set A and a an element 0/ A. 
Then D[P]三D[P(A-a)J+l.
Proo/. Let{L'，lsES} be a minimal realizer of P(A-a)， and split the set A-a to 
the following subsets: 
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A1=xr;=A--a， (X，α)，三P}，
Agoτ {x I x;::::A-aフ (a，x)，= P}， 
A2= (A -a)--(A1 u A;c:). 







Then L=L1-1-L2 ancl Lネ c~L日-+L4. are right ancl left linear extensions of P with respect 
to αrespectively. 
For each sr=:S-(J put 
Ad={X ，x;::A and (X' ， xly~L's for some xlr:=Al}， 
Then 
A.dニー (A- -As1・
L斥 =UsL九:;{(a，a)} u {(x，a) r xr=:A，}} U {(a，x) I XEAs2} 
is a Jinear extension of P ancl the system {L" I s;::S -σ} lJ {L，L*} is a realizer of P. 
Hence we have 
D[PJ三IS-O' +2= !SI +l=D[P(A-a)JートL
The last theorem shows that if n elements are cleleted from the clomain of an order 
the climension climinishes， ingeneral， by n. But when the cleletecl elements satisfy a 
particular condition the climinution will be lessend. 
4.3. THEOREM. Let P be an order defined on a set A and a a minimal(P) 
element and b a maximalCP) element of JL If aチb(P)，then D[Pl三D[P']ート1.P' 
being the suborder of P on the set A'と A-{α，b}.
Proof. Split the set A' to the followin宗 subsets:
Al =.{x! xl==A'， xゆα(P)and (x，b)竺P}，
A2~' {x: x==:A'， xチα(P)αndx併b(P)}，
Ag={x I x:==A'， (α，x)，==P仰1.dxφCP)}， 
ancl let L; be a linear extension 0:1' P (A，) for each i ~ 1 ，2，3. Then 
L~Ll ト b+L2 ト α :-L3
is a linear extension of P which is left with respect to a ancl right with respect to b. 
Now let {L's I S'e三S}be a minil11al realizer of P'. Thenヲ foreach sぞS，Ls c= a+ L's斗b
is a linear extension of P which is right with respect to a ancl left with respect to b， 
ancl the system {Ls i SES} u L is a realizer of P. Therefore we have 
D[PJ<D[P'J十1.
It is noteworthy that the clil11Inution of the climension causecl by deleting a linear 
subset， whatever the carclinality l11ay b鳥 isat most 2， as the :1'ollowing theorem shows. 
4.4. THEOREM. Let P be an order defined on a set A and C αlinear(P) S1.bset 
of A. Then D[PJ~D[P(A-C)J 斗 2.
Proof. Let {L's s==:S} be a l11inimal realizer of P(A-C). For each element c==:C， 
put Ucニ {11.' U ，=A -C and (u，c)ιP}. Obviously U/;，Uc' if(c，c')==:P(C). For given SES 
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and CEιput either Asc τ :xEA~C and ιL's for some uζ Uc} or Asc二 ο
according as UcヂDOr Uc二 0，and put A * sc二 --AwThen 
Ls = L' s u P (C) u { ( 克丸，Cο)icECα削?幻zd克ε Asc} リ{(化C，X幻)¥C三C αωnd x 巴A 木ヘs刊C
is a linear extension of P. Now let Ll be a right linear extension of P with respect 
to C and L2 a left one with respect to C. Then the system {Ls' SECCS} u {Ll，Lu is a 
realizer of P. Hence we have D[PJ三iSIィ2=D[P(A-C)J+2.
To verify that Ls satisfies the conditions 01， 02， 04 is not hard. To verify that it 
satisfies 03 let (x，y)， (y，z)ELs' There are the following 8 cases: 
(1) x，y，zEA-C. Then (x，y)， (y，z)EL'" hence (x，z)EL's長Ls.
(2) x，y，ZEG. Then (x，y)， (y，X)EP(C)， hence (X，Z)EP(C)亘Ls.
(:3) x ，yEA~C and ZEC吻 Then(X，y)EL's and yEAsz that is (y，u)ELグsfor some 
UE Therefore (x，u)EL's for some UEUz that is XE三Asz. Hence we have (x，z)ELs' 
(4) x，zEA-C and yEC幽 Then(x，z)εL's and xEAs'l that is (x，u)EL'， for some 
UEU'I and zEAヘ1 that is (u，z)EL'， for al uE Hence we have (x，z)EL，. 
(5) y，zEA-C and XEC. Then (y，Z)EL's and yEAへ必固 Hence when Ua勾J，(u，y) 
ELs for al uιwhich implies (u，z) E L's for al u三Uxthat is zEAヘA⑤ WhenUx ()， 
ZE三 A~C=Aへx since Asx -e. Thus in either case we haveεLs. 
(6) xc三A-Cand y，ZEG. Then xEAsv that is EL'， for some uE 手(;)，
hence E L's for some uE Uz which implies (x，z)巴Ls.
(7) yEA -C and X，Zさ三C. Then yEAぺ andyEAsz that is (u，y)ELfS for al uEUx 
and (y，μ)EL二forsome UEUz. Assuming that EP(C) and克ヂZwe have Uz長Ux
which is impossible. Hence (X，Z)EP(C)長Ls・
(8) zEA-C and X，yECω Then U，長U!リ andzEAネザ When Ux守L()，Uyy() and we 
have (u，z) E L's for al uE Uy， a fortiori for al uE Ux. Therefore zEAネ目。 When
二 ο，evidently zEAヘ.xsince O. Hence in either case we have (x，z)ELs' 
In order to verify that Ls is an extension of P， let (X，y)EP. There are the following 
three cases: 
(1) x，yEA--C. Then (x，y)εP(A-C)長L日五Ls.
(2) XE三A-Cand yEC. Then XEU"， hence xEAs!l which implies (x，y)ELs' 
(3) yEA-C and XEC. If Ux守LO， EP for al UEUx which implies yEA*口・ If 
Ux='O， evidently yEAヘx' Hence in either case (x， y)E Ls. 
4缶5. THEOREM. Let P be an order defined on a set A and Cl and C2 be two linear 
(P) subsets of A which are order-disjoint(P). Then [PJ主D[P(A-CI-C2)]ート乙
Proof. Let {L"sisES} be a minimal realizer uf P(A-CI-C2). Let L's be a linear 
extension of P(A -C1) constructed from L" s in the same manner as Ls was constructed 
from L' s in the proof of thle theorem 4.4. Then let Ls be a linear extension of P 
constructed from L's in like manner. On the other hand since C1 and C2 are order 
disjoint( C) there exists a linear extension both left with respect to Cl and right with 
respect to C2， and a linear extension both right with respect to Cl and left with 
respect to C2. Let it be Ll and L2 respectively， Then the system{Ls'sES}u{L1，L2} 
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Cl ---C2)]ート乙
4.6. Let P be an order deiined on a set A and a，b two distinct elements of A. 
When (a，b)EP， (a，x)EP a1仁1(x，b)EP for no xEA， it is said that b covers(P)αor a 
and b are conseczィtive(P)and denoted by (α:b)EP. When (α:b)EP， the pair of 
consecutive elel11ents a and b is denoted by (α:b). A pair (α:b) is said of rank n if 
there exist n pair s of elemen ts x， YE A such tha t (x : b)εP， (α:y)EP and x併>)I(P).
We have the following theorel11. 
Hence we have D[P]三cD[P(Ais a realizer of P. 
Let P be an order defined on a set A and (α.' b) a pai r 0/ consecu，-
Then we have D[P(A-a-b)]十I圃
THEOREM. 4.7. 
tive elements 0/ rank 0 or 1. 
Proo/. Let .¥f={L'sisE5} be a minil11al realizer of P(A-a--b). When (α:b) is of 
rank 0 choose arbitrarily an element of )1" and let it be L二. When (α:b) is of rank 1 
there exists a si昭 lepair x 0and Yo such that (ι:b)， (α:JωEP and xφ>)Io(P). Hence 
there exists an element of sr which contains (xo>Yo) as an element. Let it be also L'σ-
Split the set A'=A--a-b to the following five disjoint subsets: 
Alニ {x. xEA' and (x，a)EP}， 
A2={xlxE三A'，xチα(P)and (x，b)を三P}，
A:lご {xIXEA'， xチα(P)and x併(P)}，
A4一 {x:xEA'， (a，x)EP and xチb(P)}，
A" {x I xEA' and (b，X)EP}. 
A:14，=A日UA4，uA"，
L;w;~L'σ (A舟4，，)，




Li=L'σ(Ai) for i=1，2，.34，5. 
Then L =Ll十α[-L2トb-[-LB45is a right linear extension of P with respect to {ムb}
and LネコL123寸a-!-L4+bィL"is a left linear extension of P with respect to {a，b}. 
Now let L" for sE5σ， be the linear extension of P constructed from L' s in the 
same manner as in the proof of the theorem 4. L1 for the case where C = (α:b)， then 
the system {LsSE5-a}u{L，L*} is a realizer of P. Hence we have 
D[PJ三 15 σ1 ト2ニ 151+1ニ D[P(A-a-b)]+1.
D-reducible Orders. 
5. 1 . Let P be an order defined on a set A. A subset B of A is said to be d 
removable provided P[D(A-B)]=D[P]. An order P is said to be d-reducible if there 
exists at least a d-removable element in its domain. On estimating the dimension of a 




As very following the have we subset a of the d-removabilty for 
comprehensive theorem. 
criterion a 
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5.2. THEOREM*. Let P be an order defined on a set A and B a subset A 
satisfying the following conditions: 
10 /f there exists an elemenl xEA~B 5uch that (x，b)EP for an element bEB， 
then (x，b)ιP for all elements bEB. 
20 /f there exists an element xEA~B such that (b，X)EP for an element bEB， 
then (b，X)E P for all elements bEB. 
Then B is d-remvabl e excψt at most an element bo (chosen arbitrarily)， provided 
D[P(A')]孟D[P(B-bo)JωhereAニ A-(B-bo)ー
Proof. Let s! sE5} be a mimimal realizer of P(A') and ニ {L't1 t E 
that of P(B-bo)ー Since D[P(A'江主D[P(B-bo)Jmeans that [5i三IT i， there exists a 
mappIng of ~j'1 onto 圃 Letit be f. Then 
Ls=L'， s)u{(ぁ 'xEA'，yE三B--b。αndCX，bo)EL's} 
リ{(x，y)1 xEB~bo， yEA' and フ EL'，}
is a linear extension of P for each SE 5 and the system町二 1S E is a realizer of 
p園 Hencewe have D[PJ=D[P(A.')J. 
In order to verify that Ls satisfies 03ラ let
τhere are the following 8 cases: 
1) x，y，zEA'， 
B) x，yEA'; ZEB~bm 
5) x，zEA'; yEB-bO) 
7) x ，zEB~bO) 
2) x ， y ，zEB~bO' 
4) ; xEB~b"， 
6) XEA'; y，zιB~bO) 
8) ZEA'; x，YEB-bo' 
If 1) or evidently (x，z)EL，. If 3)， we have EL's and (y，bJε1:" hence 
(xTo)EL's which implies ELs. If we have (y，z)， εL's hence EL'， 
which implies (x，z)ELs' If we have (x，bo) (bOfz)EL'" hence (X，Z)EL's長L，. If 
(x，y)ELs implies EL's which implies (X，Z)EL's' If we have y=bo since (bo，Y)， 
(y，bo)εL' Hence (克点。)ELシand (bmZ)ELs which impliy EL's亘園 If 8)， 
(y，z)ELs implies EL'.， which implies (x，z)ELs・
That Ls satisfies the conditions 01， 02 and 04 may be verifiεd. Therefore L. is 
a linear order on A. 
In order to verify that Ls is an extension， let (X，y)EP. There are the followin広4
cases: 
1) X，yEA'， 2) XEA'， yEβ--bM 
3) yEA'， XEB 4) x ，yEB~Bo・
If evidently (x，y)EL'sC;L". If 2)ヲbythe condition 10， necessarily (X，bo)EP. Hence 
we h，ave (丸bo)E L'~ which implies CX，Y)ELs. If B)， we have (bMy)EPfo二L's which 
implies (丸If4) ヲ (x ， y)Ef(L'J~Ls'
1n order to verify that佼 isa問 alizerof P， let xoy(P). If X，yEA'， since x骨(P(A))，
(x，y)巴LFS4二LsandεL午長Ls'for some s，s'E5. If xEA' and yEB we have 
necessarily xゆbパ bythe conditions 10 and 2ぺ Thereforethere exist 5，S' E S such that 
* (6.4)亀 (6.5)ヲ (6守o)‘(o.8)，(o.り)ancl (o.10) in [1 are al special cases of this theoam. 
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Cx，bu)e=I:s and (bo，y)r=I:s行 hence(x，y)e=Ls and (y，x)巴 Ll，・Ifx，ye=B-ba> there ef{ist 
t，t'ET such that (x，y)EL't and (y，x)e=cL'tl. But since there exist s，s"E5 such that 
L't=f(L'J and L'tl=fCL' there exist s，s'E5 auch that (x，y)EL， and (y，x)EL". 
It must be noticed that the set B satisfying the conclitions 10 and 20 is not always 
removable as a whole. 
6. Dimension of the Sum of Orders. 
6.1. THEOREM. Let Q be an order defined on a set 5， {As I sE5}α system of 
ρazrωise disjoint sets， As an order defined on PS andσan elemeni of 5 suchthat 
D[Pσ]とD[PsJlor all sE5. Then 
D[QJ亘D[L，Q(s)P，J=Max(D[PoJ， D[QJ). 
Proof. Let B be a set of representstives slected from each set As. Then suborder 
of L，Q(心PS on the set B is isomorphic to Q. Therfore D[QJ主 D[L，QCs)ps]'
Let Stニ{Lt1 t E T} be a minimal realizer of Q and SP.，ニ{LtCs)! t(s) E T，} that of P， 
for each sE5. Since D[Pr;J与D[PsJmeans I Ta!与!1'.， 1， there exists a mapping fs of 
Sl' onto il's. Let {I.，; s巴5}be a system of such mappings where 1.， may b巴 chosen
arbitrarily for 5ヂσ，but for σlet it七ethe iclentical mapping. For each t(σ〉εTaand 
for each tET let Lt，t(aニエr，t!JLfCa))， be the sum of I.s(LtCσ))'8 according to the linear 
orcler Lt on 5. Then Lttc，，) is a linear order clefined on U sAs ancl a linear extension 
of ~Q(FJ)Ps' 1n fact， considering 1.，(Lt(σ)ニムωforsome t(s)ET" Ltω2Ps and ムヨQ，
we have 
Lf司氏。=しIsIs(Lfcσ))U{(X，y)1広三.A，， ye=.A，， and (S，5')ELt} 
コLJsPs u {(x，y) i XεAs> yEAs， and (s〆)EQ}
ニミQ(S)ps圃
If D[Pσ]乙D[Q]，there exists a mapping of Tσonto T. Let it beヂラ then se[ニ
{LrpCtCσ)フ f(σ) ， t (σ)ETo} isa realizer of L，Q(s)p，， and we have D[L，QくのPJ=D[P].
If D[Pσ]くD[QJ， there exists a mapping of T onto Tσ圃 Letit be '1/， then the 
system 舵II={Lf，ψω I tE T} is a realizer of L，QくのP"and we have D[L，QCs)PsJニ D[QJ.
In order to verify that .1¥'1 is a realizer of L，Q(めP"let x1>y(P). If x，yE.A" for some 
sE5， then x1>y(P，). Hence there e丈istt(s)， t'(s)巴T，such that (x，y)EL心Jニf，CLt(σ))
and (y，x)ELt，(s)ニfsCLt'(σ). Therefore (ιy)ELHCσ) and (y，x)ELt.f/Cσ) for al tET. 1n 
particular (x，y)ELrpCt(σ)吋(σ)and (y，x) E LrpCt'Cσ)，t'(σ〕・ If x E As ancl y (e=A" for sイ可5，
then sチピ(Q). Hence there exist t，t'巴Tsuch that (5，5')巴Ltand (s'，s)ELf，・ Let t=ヂ
(t(σ)) ancl t'ニヂ(t'(σ). Considering that the clomains of fs(Lt(σ) and f，(Lfω) are As 
and As' respectively， we have (x，y)εLrp(tcσ)'fC引 and (y，x)巴LcpCtlCη))及川σ〉・ That 佼I is 
a realizer of L，Q(S)ps isveri良edsimilarly. 
The following theorem is an immediate result of the theorem 6.1. 
6.2. THEOREM. Let P be an order detined on A= U sAs which is decomtosable to 
a sum L，Q(8)P" Q and P， being orders de花nedon 5 and As restectively，αndσbe an 
element of 5 such that D[Pσ]乙D[PsJfor all sE5. Then A-Aσ is d-removabl e 
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ρrovided D[Pσ]乙D[QJ，and A-{f(s) 1 SES} is d-removableρrovided D[P aJ>D[QJ， 
f being a function which sel釘 tsone element from each set As. 
As a particular case of 6.2， we have the following corollary. 
6.3. COROLLARY. Let P be an order difined on a set A. lf a is an element of A 
comlうarable(P)to each element of A， then a is d-removable. ln 1りarticular， the 
greatest(P) element and the least(P) element are d-removable. 
7. Some Examples. 
1n this section some particular orders will be studied 
7.1. Let X={xiliEl}， Y=:{y色 IiEI} be two disjoint sets where 1 is the set of all 
integers， and let W be the order on XしJY specified by 
W=={(X;，Xi) 1 iεI} U {(Yi'Yi) I iEl} 
U{X;，YβliEl}u{(的+l'Yi)1 iEl}. 
Then D[WJ =2. 





and let Q(I) be the面learorder defined on 1 in the natural fashion and Q' (1) the 
inverse order of Q(1). Then Lニ L:.Q(I)Liand L'=L:.Q'(I)Li are linear extensions of W 
and {L，L'} is a realizer of W. Since D[WJ二三2is evident， we have D[WJ =2. 
7.2. Let X={xs ISES} and Y={Ys 1 SES} be two disjoint set and PS the order on 
X U Y specified by 
Ps={ (X.，xs) I SES} U {(y.，Ys) I SES} 
u{白川's，)IS，S'ESand sチs'}.
P s isisomorphic to the order on the set composed of al elements of S and their com回
pliments in S defined by the relation of set inclusion. As is already known [4J the 
dimension of the latter is 1 S 1. Hence D[P sJニ[S 1. Therefore if 1 S 1 isa transfinite 
cardinal number， PS is d-reducible. But if 1 S [ is an integer it is d-irreducible in 
general， i. e. we have the following theorem. 
7.3. THEOREM. The order Pn defined on the set 
A勿ニ{X1，X2，..，Xn;Y1，Y2，.'， ，Yn} 
by specifying that 
P旬={(Xi，Xi)1 iニ 1，2，....n}u{(Y;'Yi).i=1，2，..，n}
u {(x;'Yj) 1 i，j=l ，2，..， n; iチj}
is d-irreducible 1りrovidedthat n主3.
Proof. We shall begin with proving the following lemma. 
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LEMMA. lf any pair Gゲconsecutive(P"Jelements is deleted from A"， the dimension 
diminishes by 2 Jりroviedthat nミ4.
One sees easily that whatever pa仕切:y)may be deleted the suborder PバA，-x-y)
is isomorphic to the suborder PバAn--Xn -Yn→1). Therefore to be proved is that 
D[PηCA" --x" -Yn--l)J=n 仏
since D[P.J =n by 7.2. The mathmatical induction is used for the proof. In thefirst 
place we havε D[YIJニ 4and D[P4CA生-x生 yg)]ニ 2，since P 4(A壬-X'l-yg)ニ W(Xl，X:!，
X3， Yl ，y~ ， y，1') is a suborder of the order W defined in 7.1. Hence the lemma is ture for 
1'1=-1. 1n the next place assume that the lemma is true for n=k-l， i. e. D[P，-l(Ak-l 
-xト l-yト 2)J=k-3，and show that D[PkCAk-xん Y"-l)]=k-2 holds. For the brevity 
put 
P' =Pk-l(Ak-l-Xk-l-Yk-2)=Pk(Ak-Xk--Yk-Xk-l-Yk -2)， 
P" =Pk(A，-x"-Yk-1)， 
p附 =P，(Ak-Xk-Yk-1--xト 2-Yk-2).
P' and P川 beingisomorphic， we have 
k-3=D[P'Jニ D[P'勺，




Since P附 isobtained by delting Xk-2 and Yk-:! from Pリ whichare incomparable minimal 
(P") and maximal(P") elements， we have by the theorem 4.3 
D[P"J三D[P川]←トI (3) 
From (1)パ2)and (3) we obta!In D[P"J=k-2. 
1n order to prove the theorem it su伍cesto show that the equality D[PバA，-Yn-l)]
=n -1 holds， since PバAn-x) is isomorphic or inversely isomorphic to PバA叫-Y旬 1)
for any xEAη・Whenn=3， D[P3]=3 and D[Pg(Ag-Y2)]=2 since Pg(Ag-Y2)=W 
CX1，X2，Xg，Yl，Y3)， a suborder of W in 7.1. Hence the theorem is true for nニ 3.When 
n乙4，we ha ve by the theorem 4.2 and the lemma， 
n-1三D[PnCAn--Yn-l)]三D[PnCA旬-Xn-Y"，-l)] +l=n~.l， 
hence D[P"，CA叫 Yn-1)]=n-1.
We shall close this section with proving the following theorem. 
7.4. THEOREM. Let A be a set whose cardinality does not exceedδ. Then for 
every order P defined on A， D[PJ三乙 lnother words in order to define an order 
whose dimension is greater thαn 2， a set whose cardinality is greater thanδis 
necessary. 
Proof. When i A:=2 it is trivial. Let 3手!A三ふ Every order which is decompos-
able to a cardinal sum may be left out of consideration， since it is d-reducible by the 
theorem G. 2. Classifying al orders under consideration by the combination of the 
number of maximal elements and that of minimal onesフ weobtain the folIowing table: 
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[;ιιhiJJJ 
By interchanging the number of maximal elements and that of minimal ones we obtain 
other classes than those listed in the table which may be left out of consideration on 
account of the duality. Every order belonging to the classes other than IV会 V5and 
Vh may be also left out of consideration， since it has the greatest element which is 
d-removable by the corollary 6.3. The domain of each order belonging to the class 
IV 4 is decomposable to a union of two disjoint linear subseL Therefore the dimension 
is at most 2 the corollary 3.4陶 Thedomain of each order belonging to the class 
V 5 contains a linear set of three elements. The remaining two elements are either 
comparable or incomparable. If they are comparable， then the domain of the order is 
a union of two disjoint linear subse胎， hence the dimension is at most 2 by 3.4. If they 
are incomparable， then one of them is maximal and the other minimal. Therefore the 
dimension is， by the theorem 4.3， at most 2 since the dimension of the order obtained 
by delting them is L Every order belonging to the class Vh is isomorphic to one of 
four orders represented by the following diagrams: 
肉、 [もり h¥ 日¥
The first three of them are d-reducible by the theorrn 5.2. The last is isomorphic to 
the suborder W(Xl，X2，Yl，v2) of the order W in 7.1， hence the dimension is 2. Thus 
the theorem is proved completely. 
8. The Least Upper sound of the Dimensions of the 
01'ders difined on a fixed Set. 
We know that for the dimensions of the orders defined on a fixed set A， 1A i is e!n 
upper bound but not the least one 2) and that for every cardinal number n there 
exists an order of dimension n defined on a set of cardinality 2n (7.2)， which shows 
that in order to define an order of dimension n a set of cardinality 2n is sui五cient.
Here arise the following two questions closely connected with each other: “What is 
the least upper bound for the dimensions of the orders defined on a fixed set A?" and 
“Is a set of cardinality 2n necessary in order to define an order of dimension n?ぺ To
answer to these questions is the subject of this section. 
We shall begin with proving two lemmas on the五niteOr(たrS.
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8.1ャ LEMMA 1. For every orde1' P dりinedon a set A whose cardinality is at most 
7， there exists at leas a pair 0/ two consective(P) elements whose rank is at most 1. 
Proof. Let us prove the contraposition: If the rank of every pair of consecutive 
elements is at .1east 2， then I A i与8. Denole the set {a 1 (α:b)，=P} by A(b) for bEA 
and the set {b: (α:b):=P} by B(α) for a:c=A. Now let (a1:b1) be a pair of cons巴cutive
elements. Since its rank is， by hypothesis， at least 2， there exists three elements eIther 
1) α;2EA(b1) -a1， b3EB(α1} -bl and b4EB(al) -bl -b3 such that α2併b3(P) and 
a;2併以P)
or 
2) b2EB(M) -bl， a3三A(!Jl)-al and a，/己 A(bl)-a1 -a3 such that α1併;2(P)and 
d〆1~b2(P) ー
We may assume， without 1088 of generality， that the Ca8e 1) occu1's圃
Since (α2:b])， (α1 :hJ) and (a1 :b2) a1'e at least of rank 2， there must exIst three 
element8 
b2EB(αョ)--bl such that a]併2(P人
a3EA(b3) -a1 such that a3併l(P)，
a4EA(b4) -al such that a4ψbl(P). 
Evidently bi(i=1，2，8，4) a¥re paiiwise distinct and 山手的 fori=2，.'34 and a;2チaifor 
i=.'3， 4. Hence when a8チα必的 anc1bj (i，j=1，'c!8，4) are pai1'wIse c1istinct. Whenα日=α4
for every aa，=A(b8) -al anc1 forεvery a4'= A(b'l) -al， necessarily A(ba) -al =A(b，'/')-
al. Hence if (aa，b;2)己Panc1 tbere exists an element c 8uch that aaく:cく:b2CP)，then 
ai(i=1，2，.'3)， b/j=1，2JJ，4) and c are pairwise c1istinct. Anc1 if eithe1' (ap，:b2)εP or 
a3併;?(P)，then， since the rank of (α3 :b4，) is at least 2， ther exists at least an element 
b0三B(ag)-bg--b4.c such tbat b5世αl(P). Since b;，ポbifor i=l， 2 J]，4 aバi=1，2，8)anc1 
biCj=1，2よ4，δarepairwise c1istinct. Thus A must contain at least 13 c1istinct e1ements. 
8.2. LEMMA 2. Let P be an order defied on a set A satisfying the following 
conditions: 
1" Every linear subset of A is C01Jψosed of at most 3 el ements. 
20 There exisis at leastαlinear subset of A comρosed of 3 elements. 
30 Noραir of consecutive elements is of rank O. 
40 Every minimal elemenl is C012jりαrablewith every maximal element. 
Then there exists at least a pair of two order disjoint linear subset of A. 
Proof. Denote tbe set of al maximal elements by B anc1 the set of al minimal 
elements by M. By the conc1ition 20 let {a，al，bl} be a linear subset composed of three 
elements whe1'eαEM， btEB anc1 (α:α1)， (αI :bl)EP. Since (α1 :bl) is not of rank 0， 
there exist two elements a2EA(bl) -a1 anc1 baεB(al) -bl cB such that a2g.，b3CP). 
Then since (α2:bl) is not of rank 0， there exists an element b;?EB(a2) -bl such that 
b2併ω(P). Evic1ently bl，b2 and b:~ are pairwise c1istinct， and A(ba) -a]チosince (a1: bs) 
is not of rapk O. Hence if there exists an a3巴A(ba)-al such that either aa併l(P)
or a8φ2(P)， then (ap， :b3) is orc1e1'-c1isjoint with either (a立:bl)01' (α2:b2). 1n case 
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(a3:b1)， (a3:b2)EP for alJ a3EA(b3)← a1， take any a3 and let it be fixed. The rank 
of (a1 :b3) not being 0， there must be a b4εB(α1)-b1-b2-bS such that b4併a3(P).
Evidently b4チbifori=1，2，3 and a3牢M by the.condition 40 • Therefore (a1:bi)EP for 
al i=1，2，3 by the condition 10 • The rank of (a1:む)not being 0， A(b心 α1チO.Hence 
if there exists an a4E A(b心 α1such that a4φバP)for a value of i = 1，2，3， then 
(a4:b4) is order disjoint with (α4:bi) for a value of i=1，2，3. 1n case (a4:bi)EP for 
every a4E A(b心-a1and for every value of i=1，2，3， take an a4 and let it be fixed. 
The rank of (a1:b4) not being 0， there must be a boEB(α1)-b1 -b2-b3-b4 such that 
h卯4(P). Evidently boチム forevery i三4and a4牢M by the condition 40 • Therefore 
(a4:ム)EPfor i三3by the condition 10 • The rank of (αl:bi';) not being 0， A(bo)-aデO.
Hence if there exists an aoEA(bo) -a1 such that a.1.bバP)for a value of i三4，(ao:bo) 
is order-disjoint with (向:bi)for a value of i=1，2，3，4. 1n case (向:bβforevery i~4， 
apply the same reasning and continue the same procedure as above. We will obtain 
two sequences 
b1，b2"" ，bi，... (biEB(a1) -b1 -b2・.-bi-1)， 
and a1，a2"" ，a;，... such that adb;(P) for every i and (αi-1 :bk)巴Pfor a fixed i and 
for every ξ~i -1. But since A is a finite set and b's are al distinct the sequence{bi} 
must be finite. Let the last term be b". Then there must be an 仇 EA(bρα1such 
that a"cpb;(P) for a value of i三n--1，and hence (α旬:bρisorder-disjoint with (a，-l:bi) 
for a value of i手n-1. In fact， assume that (a"，bβεP for al i三n-1and for al 
仇 εA(bρ-a1・Then since (a1: b，) is not of rank 0， there must be a 九十1εB(α1)-
U包倫bi・ This contradicts the definition of b". 
8.3. THEOREM. Let A be a set whose cardinality is greater than 3 and P any 
order defined on A. Then D[PJ三[1AI/2Jω'here [1 A 1/2J means the integralρart of 
IAI/2 in cαse IAI is 舟ziteand 1 A 1 itself in case it is transfinite. 
Proof. When 1 A I is transfinite it is evident by the theorem 3.2. When 1 A I is 
finite we shall prove it by the mathematical induction according to the cardinality of 
A. By the theorem 6.5 the proposition is true for 1 A 1=4，5. Let 1 A 1=6 or 7; then 
there exists， by the lemma 1， a pair oftwo consecutive elements (α:b) the rank of 
which is 0 Or 1. Hence by the theorem 4.7 we have 
D[PJ三D[P(A-a一b)J+1ヰ3=[IAI/2J
considering that 1 A -a-b 二4or 5. Thus the preposition is true for 1 A I孟7. Now let 
IAI孟8and assume that the proposition is ture for the sets whose cardinality are less 
than that of A. If P is d-reducible， then there exists an element a such that D[PJ = 
D[P(A -a)J. Considering that the proposition is true for P(A -a) by the assumption 
we have 
D[PJ=D[P(A -a)J三[1A--a 1/2J手[IAI2J.
Let P be d-irreducible. If there exists a pair of incomparable minimal and marximal 
elements a and b， then we have， by the theorem 4.3 and the assumption of the 
induction， 
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D[PJ三D[P(A-a-b)J+1手CIA-a-bI/2J+1=[1 A 1/2J. 
Let every maximal eJement is comparabJe with every minimal element. If there exists 
linear subset C composed of 4 elements， then by the theoreqJ. 4.4 and the assumption 
of the induction we have 
D[PJ手D[P(A-C)J+2三[1A -C 1/2J+2= [1A 1/2J. 
Let every linear subset of A be composed of at most three elements. If therer exists 
no linear subset of three elements， then by the theorem 5.2， P is d-reducible since 
in this case there is no eJement other than maximal or minimal elements and every 
maximal element is comparable with every minimal element. Hence it su伍cesto 
consider the case where at least a linear subset of three elements exists. Now if 
there exists a pair of consecutive elements (α: b) of rank 0， then by the theorem 4.7 
we ha:ve 
D[PJ三五D[P(A-a-b)J+1三[IA-a-bI/2J+1=[IA12J. 
Let every pair of consecutive elements is not of rank O. Then there exists， by the 
lemma 2， two order-disjoint linear subsets B and C. Hence we have， by the theorem 
4.5， 
D[PJ手D[P(A-B-C)J+2三[1A -B-C 1/2J +三2[(1AI-4)/2J +2= [iA 1/2J. 
Thus the proposition is established completely. 
The following proposition is equivalent to the last theorem. 
8.4. THEOREM. Let P be an order defined on a set A. lf D[PJ三3，then 2D[PJ 
詞A1. ln other words， in order to define an order of dimension n a set of cardi-
nality 2n is necessary，ρrovided n<3. 
The example 7.2 shows that for every cardinal number n (血iteor transfinite)， 
there exists an order of dimension n defined on a set of cardinality 2n. But this 
will be generalized as follows. 
8.5. THEOREM. For every cardinal number n三2，there exists an order of dimen剖
sion [n/2J difined on a set of cardinality n. 
Proof. It su伍cesto consider the case where n is an odd integer. Let P' be an 
order of dimension (n -1) 2 defined on a set A' of cardinality n -1. Then the order， 
for example， specified by 
P=P' U {(b，b)} U {(x，b) I xEA};b$A 
is one of required orders. 
As an immediate result of the theorems 8.3 and 8.5 we have the foUowing theorem 
which is the an.swer to the first question mentioned at the begining of this section. 
8.6. THEOREM. Among the dimenosions of the orders defined on a fixed set A， 
[IA!/2J is the greatest， provided IAI三4.
， 
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9. The dimension of the Product of Orders. 
9.1. THEOREM. Let flw(s) PS be the product of the orders PS according to aωell-
order W difined on a set S， where PS isdifined on a set As for each SES. 1f D[Pσ] 
孟D[PsJfor all SES， then D[flwCs)PsJ =D[PaJ. 
Proof. Let佼s={Ltω[t(s)εTs}be a minimal realizer of Ps. Sinse D[Pσ]乙D[PsJ
there exists a mapping Cf!s of sta onto民. Let {Cf!s [SES} be a system of such 
mappings， where cf!σis the identical mapping， and for sチ17，Cf! may be taken arbitrarily. 
Then Mtρ=flw加料(Ltc川 isa lin回 rextension of fl wωPs and貸={Mtcσ) I t(σ)ETa} 
is a realizer of flwcρP，・ Infact， let fくg(flw∞Ps)，then there exists an element 
S'ES such that f(s)=g(s) for al SES'(W) and f(めくg(s')(Ps，). Since ψ，(Lt(a)) is 
a linear extension of P s'， we have (f(s')，g(s'))巴ヂピ(Ltcρ)for every t(σ〉εTa・Hence We 
have (f，g)EL'tCσ) for every t(σ〉εTσ・Nowlet f'世ig(flw(s)Pふ Thenthere exists s' E S 
such that f(s')ゆg(s')(P，)and 
(α) f(s)ニ g(s)for every sくど(W).
Hence there exist t(s')， t'(s')εTSI such that (f(s')，g(s'))εLt(SI) and (g(s')，f(s'))EL!'(s')・
Let L山 1)ニヂs，(Ltlσ】)and Lt!(，/)=ヂピ(Ltl(σ).Then (f(s')，g(s'))ECf!s，(Lt(σ) and (g(s')，f(s')ε 
ヂバムω)，which imply， together with (α)， (f，g)EMtωand (g，f)EMtfcσ). Thus st 
realizer [fw(s)sD. Hence D[flw的 psJ三D[PσJand since i t isevident that the inverse 
inequality holds we have D[flwωP，J=D[PσJ. 
9.2. THEOREM. Let {AslsES} be a system of sets， Ps an order defined on A" sts= 
{Ltω1 t(s)εTs}αminimal realizer of P，αnd P=flsP~ the cardinal ρroduct of the 
system {P， ISES}. Then D[PJ三五1U sTs Iunder the condition that T，'s areρairwise 
disjoint， i.e.D[PJ豆L:sD[P，J
Proof. Consider any well-order Wand Ws defined on S and on each Ts respectively 
and let to(s) the least(Ws) element of Ts・Then
L，tくs)={(f，f)IfEF} U {(f，g) If，gεF and f(s)くg(s)(LtCs))} 
U{(f，g)lf，gEF， f(s)=g(s) and f(σ〉くg(σ)(LtoCσ)) 
for the least(W) elemeritσsuch that f(σ〉チg(σ)}，
F being the set of al mappings f of S into UsA， such that f(S)EAs (see 1.5)， isa 
linear order on F and a linear extension of P and the system 
総={L，tC') I sES and t(s)ET，} is a realizer of P. Hence we have D[PJ手IUsT，I.
In the concIusion of the last theorem the equality does not always hold. 
9.3. T証EOREM. 1f Ps isa linear order for each -SES， then D[flsP.J =IS[，ρrovided 
that the domain of each P， contains at least tωo elements. 
In order to prove this we shall prove the following lemn::ta. 
9.4. LEMMA. 1f Q be a linear order defined on a set of two elements， then 
D[QsJ=[ S [.
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Prool. Let Q be the order de白ledon the set {a，b} so that (α，b)EQ and let f， and 
gs be the functions specified by 
Is(s) = b， Is(s') =αlor every s'チs;
gs(s) =a， gs(s') =b lor every ダチs
respectively. Put F={fslsES} and G={gsISES}. Then the suborder QS(FuG) of QS 
on F u G isequal to the order 
{Cfs，fs) [SES} U {(g"gs) 1 SES} U {(fs，g.) 1 S，S' ES and sチs'}
whose dimension is， by 7.2， [S. Hence we have D[QS]=!Si. On the other hand we 
have by the theorem 9.2， the inverse inequality. 
Now since the linear order PS contains a suborder which is isomorphic to th巴order
Q， the order P contains a suborder which is isomorphic to the order QS. Hence we 
have the inequality D[ll sPs]孟IS!， and the inverse inequality by the theorem 9.2. 
Mr. H. komm has proved that D[P'，(En)J =n for n三派。 [5J. Putting Ps=R where 
R is the linear order defined on the set of al real numbers in the natural fashion， we 
have， by 9.3， D[RsJ =IS[. And when [S[=n三辻し RS=P'，(E，ふ Thus the Mr. Komm's 
theorem is a special case of the theorem 8. 3. 
The theorem 9.3 will be generalized as follows: 
9.5. THEOREM. 1 PS is an order whiclz contains a suborder iso明orρhicto the 
ordes QTs，ω'lzere Ts is a set whose cardinality is e，抑 alto the dimension of PS and Q 
is the same order as in the last lemma， then D[llsPsJ =1 UsTsl under tlze condition 
tlzat T;s are pairwise disjoint. 
9.6. THEOREM. For every order P 0/ dimension m (jinite or transjinite)， there 
exists a cardinalρroduct 01 m linear orders which contains a suborder isomorPhic to 
P. 
Prool. Let a minimal realizer of P be {Ls SES} where IS[=m， and Ix the constant 
mapping such that Ix(s) =x for each xEA， A being the domain of P. Then the sub-
order of the product n sLs on {Ix I xEA} is isomorphic to P. 
Problems stil open. 
The author conjectures the following two propositions， but can not prove nor dis帽
prove. 
1. Let P be an order defined on a set A and a a maximal(P) element 01 A. 
1 tlzere exists one and onかoneelemeni b suclz that (b:α)EP， then a is d-removable. 
It may be proved easiIy that if， moreover， either no element other than b exceeds 
(P) a or the suborder P(A -a) is d-irreducible， then a is d-removable. 
2. lt is not Jうossibleto define a d-irreducible order on a set wlzose cardinality is 
an odd integer. 
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